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The information in this Style Guide is taken from personal,
real-life experience. Trying the concepts outlined, alone, or
with a friend, may result in greater clarity surrounding your
jean choices, and may prompt the occasional, spontaneous,
happy dance.
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When your wardrobe is built on denim, like mine is, you might as well invest in greatfitting jeans! Even if you only wear jeans once in a while, there is nothing like finding
that perfect pair of denim goodness.

I know how challenging that can be, so I created this Style Guide to help you find your
perfect pair of jeans.
What we wear each day is the first impression we present to the world around us. If
you’re like me, you probably want to embrace the unique you that you are, and face
the world with confidence. Stepping out in a pair of killer jeans that are both
comfortable and flattering can influence this perhaps even more than you know.
So, here’s your guide to finding the figure flattering pair of jeans you’ve been looking
for!
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Here’s a quick overview of the most common cuts of jeans.

1 . SK INN Y These are exactly what they
sound like. Cut to snugly fit the leg from the
thigh to the ankle, showing the shape of the
entire leg.

4 . FL ARE Fitted through the thigh to the
knee, then flared. Can be slightly more
flared than boot cut, to an exaggerated full
flare that covers the entire foot.

2 . STRA IG H T Fitted through the thigh to
the knee, then cut straight down from the
knee to the ankle. Consider it a relaxed
skinny. These look amazing with a pair of
killer heels, or cuffed for a more casual look
with booties, sneakers, or flats.

5 . B OYFRIEND Lose, slouchy, roomy, and
very, very comfortable. (Think, you stole your
man’s jeans). Wear these dressed up and
down, with everything from stilettos to
running shoes.

3 . B OOT CUT Fitted through the thigh to
the knee, then slightly flared from the knee
to the ankle. These are ultra flattering on all
body types. These aren’t the greatest style
to cuff, so try to get a length to go with the
heel height of the shoes you’ll pair with them
most often.

Buyer beware! Boyfriend jeans are often
distressed a bit, and may contain rips or
holes. Some retailers label any of the
different cuts of jeans as “boyfriend” if they
contain rips or holes. Remember, it’s not the
distressing that makes them boyfriend jeans
it’s the cut.
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There are more cuts and washes of denim available than these mentioned - everything from
ultra high-waist to so-low that we can see your, ahem, undies (and that regrettable lower back
tattoo you got in high school), every time you bend over. There’s skinny, cropped-length, to
wide-leg, long jeans, and every length and width in between. You can choose from bleached
out, oh-so-buttery soft fabrics to crisp, stiff, deep indigo, as dark as the night sky, blue hues.
When it comes to denim, choose what feels most like you.

Another thing to consider is the blend of your denim. This is referring to the combination of
fabrics that make up your jeans.
Thankfully, denim often consists of a blend with elastane (think, stretchy fabrics like spandex,
lycra, etc.). This allows for all-day comfort that stretches and moves with you. However, this can
also cause denim to lose its shape after a few hours of wear. Everyone has their own idea of
what’s best for their body. I’m here to not only celebrate that, but to champion you on as you
rock the confidence to be yourself. You go, girl! For me, I personally stay away from denim that
has a high percentage of stretch.

Ever been in a fitting room, questioning the snug fit of your jeans, only to hear the salesperson
say it’s best not to go up a size because “They’ll stretch out as you wear them!” That’s my cue
to put the jeans down and walk away! I don’t want jeans that will eventually stretch out to fit
me comfortably, or worse, jeans that are so stretchy that after sitting for a bit, they have newly
developed pouches in the knees when I stand up.
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I want jeans that look and feel as if they were made for me the moment I put them on, and
after wearing them. All. Day. Long. This works out to a fabric blend of 98% Cotton, 2%
Elastane. The odd time, I’ll stray from this formula, but without fail, my favourite, go-to-jeans
that I wear repeatedly, that never lose their shape, are composed of the 98/2 blend that I love.
As I said, everyone is different – curvy girls, you’ll love the figure
flattering effect of extra stretch in your blend, so rock what works
for your body. Just pay attention to any issues that end up
bothering you about your jeans, and look to the adjust fabric blend
on your next purchase accordingly.

Ever wonder why your favourite jeans are your favourites? Yes, they smooth, elongate, nip and
tuck, and do any number of other amazing wonders, plus, they’re comfortable, you look
fantastic in them, and you feel like a million bucks! Why? Grab your favourite pair(s) of jeans,
and let’s do some examining! (If you don’t have these jeans yet, skip to the next section.)
What cut are they? ___________________________________________________________________________
Describe their colour. ________________________________________________________________________
What’s the fabric blend?______________________________________________________________________
How high is the rise? _________________________________________________________________________
(Do they sit at your belly button? Below? How far below?)

What brand are they? ________________________________________________________________________
What heel height can they be worn with?_______________________________________________________
Do these jeans need to be washed to tighten back up to their original shape? ______________________
Do these jeans fit off the rack and stay that way as you wear them? ________________________________

You may have just stumbled on the formula that is most you!
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The next time you are in the market for fresh denim, bring this awareness with you as
you shop. And for goodness sake, get rid of any jeans that don’t make you feel like the
beautiful, feminine masterpiece that you are!

RECTANGLE
Narrow. Little curves. Lean.
STRAIGHT/SKINNY jeans show off
your lean legs.
INVERTED TRIANGLE
Broader shoulders, larger bust and
weight carried across upper back.
BOOT CUT/FLARE styles create a
sense of balance between the upper and
lower halves.

PEAR
Small shoulders, bust, and waist. Pillowy
hips and bottom.
MEDIUM – HIGH-RISE accentuates
your tiny waist.
FLARE/BOOT CUT styles minimize
your curves.
HOURGLASS | Fuller bust, narrow
waist. Fuller hips and bottom.
STRAIGHT/BOOT/FLARE styles
flatter the curves.

So basically, BOOT CUT for the win, like 95% of the time!
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Armed with the information you gathered from your favourite denim, hit up a local
department store that carries a variety of denim brands. Grab different cuts, labels,
and colours. If you’re still on the hunt for what fabric blend you want, be sure to grab a
variety of different blends as well. Think VOLUME.
The goal here isn’t to purchase a new pair of jeans.
Try on many pairs of jeans. Jeans you’ve never tried on, and cuts or styles that are new
to you should be included in your options. When in the change room, notice how each
pair makes you feel. Take pics with your phone in the dressing room mirror of jeans
you think you like while you’re wearing them. Then, after removing them, take a pic of
the price tag, fabric label, and any other label you may want to refer back to later.
Repeat this for each pair of jeans you try on that you like.
The goal is to gather information that you can take home and review. Is there a
common blend that you ended up being drawn to? A common brand? What about cut
and wash? Noticing the commonalities between your jeans can help you discover why
you are drawn to them.

Think this one through before making your purchase. If a lesser quality pair of jeans,
although attached to an inexpensive price tag, only lasts a fraction of the time that a
better quality pair of jeans lasts, then perhaps saving up for the better quality jeans
would be a better investment, and would actually save money in the long run.
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Make a note in your phone, day planner…
somewhere you won’t lose it… that includes
the brand name, cut, colour, blend, size and
price of the jeans you liked. This information
is GOLD!
The next time you are in the market for a
new pair of jeans, you will be able to
eliminate some options without even
trying them on, simply by reading the
tags. In addition, you may discover a
couple of brands whose jeans are
tailored to your body frame. Hit up those
brands first! Since you’ve already done
the legwork, enjoy the shopping
experience as you add another style
basic to your wardrobe!
A word to those who don’t like to have a “shopping experience”:
I get it. Not everyone hears choruses of heavenly choirs when they spot the perfect new
piece for their collection of carefully curated wardrobe staples… or so I hear. So make it
as enjoyable of an experience as you can. Bring along a good friend, stop at your
favourite coffee shop and grab that luxury beverage you rarely treat yourself to, stop off
for a manicure on your way home, or pop into the library to grab yourself a new, exciting
read… do something you thoroughly enjoy along with your shopping experience to
minimize the strained feelings, and to make the shopping experience something much
more enjoyable. Trust me, your legs will thank you when they are showing off the
fabulous new pair of jeans that you found!
I’m sure some of you are currently waiting to lose that last 5, 10, 25 pounds before you
make the plunge and buy yourself a killer pair of jeans. Can I talk about that for a
second? Here’s an approach I recommend taking when it comes to the whole topic of
waiting to shop until you’re at your ideal weight.
It’s really quite simple. If you are currently actively pursuing a healthy lifestyle that
translates into weight loss, and if you are able to track that loss on a consistent basis,
then keep at it, and reward yourself when you reach your goal with a fantastic new pair
of jeans!
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If, however, reaching your ideal weight is something that is constantly on your mind,
but perhaps for any variety of reasons, you aren’t making the leap to the lifestyle
changes necessary to see the desired results, then invest today in a great fitting pair of
jeans. Stop the negative self-talk. Stop setting unrealistic expectations and then
beating yourself up when they don’t get met. Invest in who you are today. You are
worth it, and gosh darn it, you’ll feel fantastic in a pair of jeans that flatters your current
figure!

Something incredible starts to happen when women wear clothing that they love. They
feel empowered to step out of the house feeling beautiful. When was the last time you
felt beautiful? Gaining an understanding of why you love certain items of clothing, will
help you discover yourself a little deeper.
You are incredible. You are unique. You are created with a purpose.
Now go slip on that fantastic pair of, oh-so-flattering jeans, and…

I hope you found these exercises helpful, and more importantly, I hope you discovered
something about your unique tastes that will translate into you presenting the you to
the world that is more authentic and confident than ever before.
I’d love to hear from you! What did you discover about your favourite jeans? How was
your denim adventure? Have any tips that have helped you find your best denim? I’d
love to hear! Email me at marisa@iamloved.tv
There are more Style Guides in the works so be sure to subscribe to
http://www.iamloved.tv to receive new ones as they are released.
Stay beautiful and wear what you love with CONFIDENCE!
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